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Centurion Traveller Massage Chair
The Traveller is perfect for the ever-expanding seated massage market. A premium massage chair that 
is lightweight and adjustable – perfect for any practicing professional. Enter any location, quickly set up 
and provide a rejuvenating massage that will leave your client invigorated and happy.

     BLUE GREY GALAXY PLUS PU FABRIC

  ✓       Restriction of Hazardous Substances (RoHS CERTIFIED)
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“Service was terrific. Great 
communication. Item was 
delivered promptly and on time 
in excellent condition.”

TONYA BUCHANAN



PRODUCT INFORMATION

KEY SPECIFICATIONS

CUSHIONING 40mm, medium finish

UPHOLSTERY Blue Grey Galaxy Plus PU fabric

UPHOLSTERY BOARD 5.5mm plywood (3 ply)

LEG SYSTEM Aluminium

TABLE WEIGHT 7.6kg

TOP DIMENSIONS Chest: 320 x 255mm
Seat: 340 x 255mm
Knee rest: 140 x 470mm
Armrest: 190 x 370mm
Chest bolster: 75 x 230mm

FOLDED DIMENSIONS 1010 x 460 x 270mm

SAFE WORKING LOAD Chair: 155kg
Head cradle: 20kg

SHIPPING 1030 x 500 x 290mm
9.6kg

WARRANTY Structural: 5 years
Hardware: 2 years
Cables: 2 years
Plywood base: 2 years
Head cradle: 1 year
Accessories: 1 year
Upholstery: To arrive in perfect condition

ADJUSTABLE SECTIONS

Patient comfort is assured with an adjustable
head cradle (height and angle), chest pad (height), 
prone armrest and seat (angle).

STURDY DESIGN

The Traveller is made with soft and durable PU
fabric with oil-resistant properties, as well as a 
strong, rust-free powder-coated aluminium frame.

CHEST BOLSTER

The chest bolster offers additional support and 
comfort for women during treatments.

All dimensions (shown in mm) and specifications are 

approximate and are subject to manufacturing tolerances. 

Centurion is a brand of Alevo Pty Ltd © 2020

Designed in Australia by Athlegen

Made in the PRC

#200429

COMPACT DESIGN

Weighing only 7.6kg, the Traveller is extremely 
lightweight and folds flat for easy transportation. 
Easy to set up and fold away without any of the 
noise or fuss of pressing locking buttons.

VERSATILE HEIGHT RANGE

With multiple height settings, the Traveller can 
comfortably accommodate a large range of 
different-sized patients from 1.2 to 2m.

FREE INCLUDED TRANSIT BAG

Made from a heavy-duty fabric, transit bags offer 
excellent table protection. The side pocket is handy 
for storing accessories, while the padded adjustable 
shoulder strap and side strap help share the weight 
of the chair across your body for easy transportation.




